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Femtosecond infrared coherent transients have been measured for the stretch vibration of CO 
on Cu(lll). The free induction decay exhibits a dephasing time (T2 ) of2±0.3 ps (and 2 
± 0.1 ps assuming a single exponential decay between 2 and 3 ps). The decay was best fit by 
exponential relaxation, thereby suggesting that the CO vibrational band is almost entirely 
homogeneously broadened. The surface sum frequency spectrum was also measured at two 
coverages ( 0.10 and 0.45 L) using spectrally narrowed pulses. Interferences were observed 
leading to a determination of the relative phase and amplitude of the resonant and nonreso
nant second-order susceptibility in this system. The magnitude of the nonresonant susceptibil
ity was only weakly dependent on coverage, suggesting that the nonresonant polarizability 
originates in the bulk Cu. Time and frequency domain results were in good agreement. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Measurements of vibrational energy and coherence re
laxation are essential for a comprehensive description of 
surface adsorbate systems. Vibrational relaxation rates are 
often extracted from vibrational spectra, 1 but direct time
resolved measurements generally provide information free 
from assumptions about the dynamics. Recent experiments 
combining ultrafast infrared (IR) spectroscopy with ultra
high vacuum (UHV) techniques have reported vibrational 
energy relaxation rates for adsorbates on metal surfaces. 2 

For example, IR pump-probe schemes were employed to 
measure vibrational energy relaxation times ( T 1 ) of Cd 
stearate/Ag (Ref. 3), CH3S/Ag(lll) (Ref. 4), CO/ 
Pt(lll) (Ref. 5), and CO/Cu(l00).6 

A thorough characterization of the vibrational dynam
ics requires measurement of both population and coher
ence relaxation rates. Population relaxation times have 
been measured for vibrations of adsorbates on metals, but 
no experiments aimed at probing coherences have been 
carried out thus far. On the other hand, free induction 
decay (FID) and photon echo experiments to probe co
herence in a semiconductor-adsorbate [H/Si ( 111 ) ] system 
have been reported.7 In this case the relaxation rates were 
relatively slow ( > 10 ps),8 so that transients were resolved 
with 7 ps pulses. Coherent transient measurements of ad
sorbates on metal surfaces however, require better time 
resolution because electron-hole pair-induced damping 

mechanisms are about an order of magnitude faster than 
on nonmetals. 

In this paper we report the first measurement of a 
vibrational coherent transient for an adsorbate on a metal 
surface. We have determined the vibrational dephasing 
rate ( T2) for CO on Cu( 111) by obtaining the free induc
tion decay signal. A short IR pulse (380 fs) generates the 
vibrational coherence and its temporal evolution is mea
sured by upconverting the decaying surface polarization 
with a delayed visible pulse. Few IR experiments have been 
reported with comparable time resolution, 9 and ours is the 
fastest for a surface IR experiment to date. 

We have chosen CO on Cu(l 11) because its adsorp
tion properties and steady-state vibrational parameters 
have been well characterized. 10

•
11 In addition, time

resolved adsorbate studies have been performed on this and 
similar systems. For example, the laser-induced desorption 
time for CO on Cu(l 11) has been measured to be < 325 
fs, 12 and the vibrational population relaxation time was 
measured to be ~2 ps for CO on Cu(l00).6 The latter 
work used the same adsorbate and substrate as in the 
present experiments, but the surface plane is different. 
Studies of these systems present a unique opportunity to 
assess the effects of geometry and electronic structure on 
the adsorbate vibrational dynamics. Differences in IR 
linewidths have already been observed as a function of 
temperature for CO on Cu( 111), but the linewidth for CO 
on Cu(lOO) is temperature independent. 10 
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The coherent transient measurements reported here 
represent progress toward IR photon echo spectroscopy 
for adsorbates on metal surfaces. This capability will per
mit measurement of both population and pure dephasing 
relaxation rates for adsorbate vibrations. The present work 
also demonstrates the importance of pulse shape in the 
analysis of coherent transients to obtain correct relaxation 
times. 

In addition to the FID measurement, we have mea
sured the frequency domain surface sum frequency gener
ation (SFG) spectrum for CO on Cu( 111) using spectrally 
narrowed IR pulses at two coverages, 0.10 and 0.45 L. The 
spectra, especially at low coverage, display an interference 
which was analyzed to determine the relative amplitude 
and phase of the resonant and nonresonant parts of the 
second-order susceptibility. The total dephasing time and 
linewidth obtained in the time and frequency domains, re
spectively, are self-consistent. The values also agree with 
those reported previously in surface Fourier-transform in
frared (FTIR) studies. to 

II. EXPERIMENT AL 

In the free induction decay measurement, we coher
ently excite CO adsorbed on Cu( 111) with a 380 fs IR 
pulse and interrogate the temporal evolution of the coher
ence by measuring the variation of a surface-induced up
conversion signal with a 280 fs visible pulse that is delayed 
with respect to the IR pulse. Spectrally narrowed IR pulses 
( 2 cm - 1, 10 ps) were used to obtain the surface SFG spec
tra as a function of IR frequency at two coverages. In both 
cases gated photon counting was employed to detect the 
SFG signal. 

Our apparatus involves integration of an ultrafast IR 
laser system with an ultrahigh vacuum system as shown in 
Fig. 1. The sample was housed in an UHV chamber with a 
base pressure of 1 X 10- to Torr. The chamber is equipped 
with standard surface cleaning and diagnostic instrumen
tation, including an ion gun, mass spectrometer, low en
ergy electron diffraction (LEED), and double pass cylin
drical mirror analyzer for Auger spectroscopy. The 
chamber was outfitted with CaF2 windows to transmit the 
IR. The sample was a 1.8 cm diameter, 2 mm thick copper 
crystal cut at 2.5° with respect to the ( 111) crystallo
graphic plane. Alternate cycles of Ar+ sputtering for 20 
min at 0.5 kV followed by flash annealing to 450 •c were 
used to clean the sample. Auger spectra reveal < 1 % im
purities ( carbon and sulfur) after cleaning. Weekly clean
ing by sputtering and annealing as well as daily flash an
nealing were used to maintain the surface purity. 
Experiments were performed at 93 K by bringing the crys
tal into thermal contact with a liquid nitrogen cooled res
ervoir. 

The adsorption properties of CO on Cu ( 111) have 
been previously reported to and the overlayer structure was 
confirmed for our system using LEED. CO adsorbs molec
ularly through the carbon atom on atop sites for exposures 
< 0.45 L at 95 K. Experiments were performed on an or
dered overlayer, (v'3"xv'3")R30°, corresponding to½ mono
layer. This was obtained following an exposure of0.45 L of 
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the apparatus used to measure the free induction 
decay and surface sum frequency spectrum for CO on Cu(l 11 ). PDA, 
pulsed dye amplifier cells; L, lenses; MC, a monochromator; PMT, pho
tomultiplier tube; AES, Auger electron spectrometer; LEED, low energy 
electron diffraction; QMS, quadrupole mass spectrometer. 

CO at 93 K. The CO was introduced into the chamber 
through a liquid nitrogen trapped reservoir. We confirmed 
the intended overlayer structure by observing the previ
ously reported hexagonal LEED pattern to in our system. 
The coverage was routinely monitored using second
harmonic generation (SHG) as described below. 

The laser system uses a cw mode-locked Nd:YLF laser 
as the master oscillator. The frequency doubled output 
synchronously pumps a linear, dual-jet dye laser and the 
remaining fundamental seeds a regenerative amplifier. The 
frequency doubled output of the regenerative amplifier ( 1 
mJ at 527 nm, 1 kHz, 60 ps) was used to amplify the dye 
pulses and generate IR. The dye laser employed in these 
experiments is based on a previously reported design. 13 

Briefly, it is a hybrid mode-locked, dispersion compensated 
dye laser using Rhodamine 590 as a gain dye and a j mix
ture of DODCI/DQOCI as a saturable absorber. A one 
plate Lyot filter was in the cavity. The output train consists 
of280 fs pulses at 76 MHz with 0.3 nJ pulse energy tunable 
from 582 to 593 nm. (This corresponds to an IR range of 
1820-2100 cm- 1 after mixing with the 527 nm pulses from 
the regenerative amplifier.) The laser was operated at 591 
nm to generate IR at the frequency of the CO stretch ( near 
2075 cm- 1

) on Cu(lll). The dye laser bandwidth was 
100 cm- 1

• For the frequency domain work, the saturable 
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FIG. 2. Variation of surface SHG signal (at 295 nm) from a Cu( 111) 
surface as a function of CO coverage. ( I L= IX 10-6 Torr s) The arrow 
designates the exposure for the (v'3Xv3)R30" ordered overlayer where 
the coherent transient measurements were performed. 

absorber was removed and a 3 plate Lyot filter was placed 
in the cavity. The pulses were spectrally narrowed to 2 
cm- 1 and temporally broadened to 10 ps. 

The dye pulses were amplified with negligible broad
ening to 10 µJ in two collinearly pumped dye cells. Short 
IR pump pulses were generated in an optical parametric 
amplifier by mixing the amplified dye laser pulse with a 
portion of a frequency doubled, regeneratively amplified 
Nd:YLF pulse (400 µJ) in a 1 mm LilO3 crystal (type I, 
21°). The photon conversion efficiency was ~0.5% and the 
IR pulse energy was ~5 nJ. For the longer (10 ps) pulses, 
the IR was generated at 10% conversion efficiency with a 
1 cm LilO3 crystal resulting in 100 nJ IR pulse energies. 
After the LiIO3 crystal the IR and dye pulses were sepa
rated and optically delayed. The IR and dye pulses were 
p-polarized with respect to the copper crystal and the 
beams were recombined and focused on the surface at an 
incident angle of n•. The crystal was oriented such that 
the plane of incidence was along the [211] axis. 

Surface SHG from the visible beam provided a conve
nient monitor of the beam size and CO coverage. The util
ity ofSHG (Refs. 12 and 14) and SFG (Refs. 3, 4, 6, and 
15) on surfaces has been demonstrated. The dependence of 
the SHG signal on CO exposure complemented LEED for 
monitoring the surface overlayer structure. A typical curve 
of the SHG signal vs dosage is shown in Fig. 2. As the 
exposure begins, the signal decreases, reaching a minimum 
at ~ 0.2 L, and then increases again. The signal at higher 
exposures ( > 0.2 L) depends on azimuthal angle. A de
tailed study of the angular dependence was not pursued 
here. The dosage curves were reversible upon annealing 
(i.e., thermal desorption). The SHG signal was sensitive to 
surface contamination and provided a reproducible 
method for monitoring the coverages following exposure. 

The SHG dosage curves also revealed photodesorption 
of CO when the dye beam was tightly focused. In partic
ular, photodesorption was indicated by ( 1) smaller 
changes in the SHG signal as a function of dosage; (2) 
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FIG. 3. IR frequency dependence of the surface SFG enhancement for 
CO on Cu(l 11) at 93 K for exposures of 0.10 and 0.45 L. The points are 
the data and the lines are curves derived from the parameters of a least
squares analysis. 

further increase of the SHG after dosing had stopped; and 
( 3) irreversible dosing curves upon annealing. While it was 
possible to focus the lasers to a 250 µm diam, the experi
ments were performed with beam diameters at 500 µm to 
avoid photodesorbing CO from the surface. 

The upconverted photons (SFG) were collected out
side the chamber and imaged through an interference filter, 
a 0.5 m double monochromator, and onto a photomulti
plier tube (PMT). The SFG signal at 527 nm was mea
sured by gated single photon counting. 

For the FID measurements the SFG signal was re
corded as a function of the relative IR-visible pulse delay. 
The peak signal was 6 counts/s with a background of 0.01 
counts/s. The frequency domain data were obtained by 
measuring the SFG signal enhancement as a function of IR 
laser frequency. The largest signal in this case was about 
200 counts/s. These data were acquired by recording the 
SFG signal for bare copper, and at 0.10 and 0.45 L cover
ages for a given frequency setting of the IR laser. This 
procedure minimized systematic errors that are normally 
introduced by varying the IR frequency at fixed CO cov
erage. 

Ill. RESULTS 

A. Frequency domain experiments 

We will first present the frequency domain results. The 
SFG signal enhancement with respect to bare copper was 
measured for exposures of 0.10 and 0.45 L of CO on 
Cu(l 11) and is shown in Fig. 3. The SFG signal is pro
duced by a nonlinear polarization p< 2>. p<2> is generated as 
a result of the nonlinear interaction of input IR [E(wir)l 
and visible [E(wvis)] electric fields, 16 i.e., 

( 1) 

where x<2> is the nonlinear second-order susceptibility for 
the metal-adsorbate system. For CO on Cu(l 11 ), we ap
proximate x< 2

> as the sum of two terms, 
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TABLE I. Parameters derived from a nonlinear least-squares analysis of 
the surface sum frequency spectra observed for CO on Cu (111 ) . The 
spectra were fit using the functional form in Eqs. (3) and (4). 

0.10 L 0.45 L 

A 0.9 0.9 
B 0.9 5.6 
2r(cm- 1) 6.8(1.6) 4.2(.6) 
ro10(cm- 1) 2076.4 2073.6 
0 84(20)° 107(30)° 

(2) 

Here x~;> Ix?>] is the nonresonant (resonant) contribution 
to the susceptibility. The resonant contribution is produced 
largely by the adsorbates and will be modeled using a stan
dard Lorentzian response function. The nonresonant term 
contains contributions from the substrate-adsorbate com
plex. We fit the observed SFG spectra using the following 
form for the susceptibility: 

ci> A -io Bl( ·r ) X = e - ww-wir+z o1 ' (3) 

where A is the magnitude of the frequency independent 
nonresonant susceptibility, Bis the magnitude of the reso
nant susceptibility, 0 is the relative phase between the res
onant and "nonresonant" susceptibilities which can arise if 
the generated is phase shifted by Cu resonances, w01 and 
wir are the vibrational transition center frequency and the 
laser frequency, respectively, and r 01 is the damping rate 
for the vibration. In this treatment we assume negligible 
inhomogeneous broadening. The measured SFG intensity, 
lsrg is proportional to the square of the nonlinear polariza
tion and therefore to the square of the total susceptibility, 

(4) 

SFG spectra display interferences in the form of dis
persive line shapes that are caused by cross terms between 
the resonant and nonresonant susceptibilities (see, for ex
ample, Ref. 17). This is seen most clearly in our work for 
the lower exposure spectrum in which the resonant and 
nonresonant contributions to the signal are comparable. 
From an analysis that includes interferences it is possible 
to determine the relative magnitude and phase of the res
onant and nonresonant susceptibilities. 

Over the range of IR (and sum) frequencies studied 
(2055-2095 cm- 1), we assumed that the SFG signal from 
bare copper is constant, and the SFG spectra observed at 
0.10 and 0.45 L were fit to the form specified in Eqs. ( 3) 
and ( 4). The line shapes were deconvoluted from the IR 
laser (assuming a Gaussian with 2 cm- 1 intensity band
width). Parameters obtained from the analysis are pre
sented in Table I and the best fit line shapes are shown 
along with the data in Fig. 3. The largest SFG enhance
ment ( ~ 10 X ) was observed for the higher dosage spec
trum at 0.45 L. This curve will generally be a function of 
incident and azimuthal angles, but we did not study these 
variations. The peak signal for the spectra did not vary 
linearly with coverage in part because the lower coverage 

band has a broader linewidth thereby reducing the SFG 
signal. The lower coverage resonance was shifted to higher 
frequency from 2073.6 to 2076.4 cm - t and was broadened 
from 4.2 to 6.8 cm - 1• The bandcenters and linewidths de
termined in this work are consistent with those previously 
measured using reflection-absorption infrared spectros
copy ( RAIRS). 10 

This study differs from the FTIR work because we 
have obtained information about the relative magnitude 
and phase of the system's nonresonant second order sus
ceptibility as a function of coverage. In particular, we ob
served that the off-resonance SFG intensities were within 
10% of the bare Cu value, and we found a relatively small 
variation in the magnitude and phase of the nonresonant 
susceptibility at coverages of 0.10 and 0.45 L. These obser
vations suggest a simple model for the influence of ad
sorbed CO on the nonlinear response of the system. 
Loosely speaking, the nonresonant response of the system 
can arise from the surface and surface-adsorbate-states at 
the vacuum-metal interface or from bulk Cu located 
within one optical skin depth of the metal surface. We have 
observed that the total nonresonant contribution is rela
tively insensitive to the presence of the adsorbate. The sim
plest explanation of this effect is that the nonresonant SFG 
signal is produced by the bulk Cu at these coverages. Ex
planations involving the surface layer must either assume 
that the adsorbate does not appreciably change the polar
izability of the surface response or that there are competing 
effects with different signs. Although unlikely, the latter 
possibility could, in principle, be investigated further by 
studying the azimuthal dependence of the signal. Interest
ingly, the SHG signals depend strongly on adsorbate cov
erage. This is probably because the UV photons generated 
in SHG experiments are energetically closer to electronic 
states of the surface18 or the surface-adsorbate complex 
than are the upconverted photons in the SFG measure
ments. 

B. Time domain experiments 

We now turn our attention to the time domain exper
iments. The free induction decay of the vibrational coher
ence for CO on Cu(l 11) at a coverage of 0.45 L is shown 
in Fig. 4. The vibrational coherence is generated using a 
380 fs IR pulse. A cross correlation of the IR and visible 
pulse is also shown in Fig. 4. We found that it was impor
tant to incorporate resonant and nonresonant contribu
tions in our analysis to obtain a correct description of the 
signal variation with time and thereby extract a meaningful 
dephasing rate. 

Our procedure is straightforward. We calculate the to
tal polarization on the surface as a function of time and 
then compute the upconverted sum frequency field (SFG) 
as a function of the temporal delay, r, between the incident 
visible and infrared fields. Then we square this time
averaged result to get the signal strength. The total polar
ization is produced by resonant adsorbate molecules and 
nonresonant substrate media. 

In this experiment a field E(t,r), having both IR and 
optical frequency components, is used to create a macro-
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FIG. 4. The variation of the vibrational coherent transient for CO on 
Cu(l 11) at 0.45 L measured using 380 fs IR and 280 fs visible pulses as 
a function of delay. The signal was obtained using surface SFG. The 
points are the data and the dashed line is the curve obtained using pa
rameters from a least-squares analysis which yields T2 = 2 ± 0.3 ps. A 
cross correlation of the visible and IR pulses is shown with open circles. 

scopic dipole polarization P(t,r) associated with the metal 
surface and adsorbate. Formally, this polarization arises 
from the second order response function of the system 
R (t1,t2) and has the canonical form 

P(t,r) = f~
00 

dti f~
00 

dt2RU1,t2)E(t-t1,T) 

XE(t-12,T). (5) 

Here we have assumed that the interactions are entirely 
local. The polarization radiating the signal can be regarded 
as the dipole moment per unit volume created by the field 
acting on the surface-adsorbate system through the addi
tional polarizability created by a previous interaction with 
the field. The IR component of the field, EirCt)exp(iw;,t), 
is assumed to be centered at t=O while the optical compo
nent, Ev(t - r)exp(iwJ), has its envelope peaked at t-r, 
where r is a delay that can be adjusted experimentally. The 
polarization has oscillatory components at 2wi,, 2wv and 
Wv ± wir• but the detector is set in the region of Wv + wir so 
that the detected part of the polarization is 

P(t,r) = f ~ 
00 

dt f ~ 
00 

dt2 

X {R;vCt1,t2)EirCt-t1)EvCt-t2-r)exp[i(CtJirt1 +CtJv 12)] 

+Rv;(ti,t2)EvCt-t1 -r)Eir(t-t2)exp[i(CtJih+CtJv f1) ]}, 

(6) 

where Rv; refers to the response of the surface-adsorbate to 
the optical field through the polarizability created by the 
IR field and R;v describes the optically induced polarizabil
ity responding to the IR field. The slow response square
law detector cycle averages the field generated at the inter
face by the material oscillations at CtJv + CtJir• thus the signal 
current for delay r is proportional to S( r), where 

S(r)= f:
00 

dtlP(t,r)l 2
• (7) 

Because the optical field has negligible part in driving 
the linear vibrational response in this experiment and the 
optical response is fast, the term with Rv;, at least for r 
exceeding the IR pulse duration, interrogates the free in
duction decay of the vibrational coherence. The response 
Rv; decays with the relaxation time of the metal-adsorbate 
system in the optical frequency regime where there are no 
known transitions due to the adsorbate. The assumption is 
made, therefore, that Rv; decays much faster than the 
pulse. The vibrationally resonant part can be simplified 
assuming the high frequency polarization is very rapidly 
damped, so that the full sum frequency polarization enve
lope is given by 

P(t,r)exp[-i(CtJir+CtJv)t] 

=Eu(t-r) !i f~
00 

dt1aEirU1) 

xexp[ (ia+ r 01) (!1 -t)] +/3Eir(t) l • (8) 

where {3/a is a factor (complex polarizability per unit 
field) determining the fast response that depends on the 
magnitude of the metal response at CtJv and CtJir, and deter
mines the ratio of the nonresonant to resonant response of 
the metal-adsorbate system. This factor is treated as a pa
rameter to be measured by fitting to the data. In a Born
Oppenheimer picture, /3 is the nonresonant hyperpolariz
ability [A in Eq. (3)] and a is µ'a'(q2), where µ',a' are 
the CO dipole and polarizability derivatives with respect to 
displacements q. The detuning from the vibrational reso
nance is a while r 01 is l/T2 for that transition. The form 
of Eq. ( 8) makes evident that the induced dipole polariza
tion originates from the optical field Ev(t-r) beating with 
the total linear polarizability which is the part in curly 
brackets. It follows that S( r) has the following form: 

S(r)= f:
00 

dt lv(t-r)lavib(t)+/3Eir(t)l 2
, (9) 

where avib(t) is the complex vibrational polarizability of 
the CO-surface system, i.e., the first term in curly brackets 
of Eq. ( 8). Thus we see that the measured SFG intensity 
depends in detail on the optical intensity envelope lv(t 
- r), on the IR.field envelope, and of course on T 2• The 
cross term can significantly modify the interpretation of 
the data when the duration of the pulses is on the order of 
T2. 

One can also describe the upconversion process by 
starting with the total polarizability a(t) of the adsorbate
substrate system, which can be viewed as a time-dependent 
quantity produced as a result of a coherent interaction with 
the input field, E(t,r). Then the resultant polarization 
P(t,r) oscillating at CtJir + CtJv is simply P(t,r) 
=a(t)E(t,r), and S( r) is computed by integrating 
IP( t, r) 12 over all time. The treatments are mathematically 
equivalent and it is often useful to think of the process in 
both pictures. 
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We have fit the data in Fig. 4 using Eq. (9). The 
temporal profile of the visible pulse intensity was deter
mined from an autocorrelation to be reasonably approxi
mated by a Gaussian with a full width of 280 fs. A cross 
correlation between the IR and visible pulses ( shown in 
Fig. 4) demonstrated that the full width of the IR pulse 
was 380 fs. Using these values in the above equation with 
the field envelopes modeled as Gaussians and with the 
cross correlation, we determine the total dephasing time to 
be T2 = 2.0 ± 0.3 ps. The fit curve from this analysis is 
shown as the solid line in Fig. 4. If we use sech2 pulses 
rather than Gaussian, we find that T2 = 1.8 ± 0.3 ps. A 
value of T2 = 2.0 ± 0.1 ps was also obtained by fitting the 
decay observed between 2 and 3 ps, i.e., after the driving 
field is absent, to a single exponential. 

The measured dephasing time is related to the full
width at half-maximum Av (cm- 1), i.e., Av = lhrcT2• 

The measured T2 corresponds to a linewidth of Av=5.3 
±0.8 cm- 1 which is consistent with the value we obtain by 
our analysis of the frequency domain SFG spectrum as 
well as with the previous RAIRS measurements 
(4.5 cm- 1). 10 

An important result of this study is that the form of 
the measured FID is fit very well by an exponential decay 
as measured over more than a decade of signal. Thus we 
predict that the vibrational line shape is homogeneously 
broadened. A shallow temperature dependence of the line
width has been measured over the range 95-116 K for the 
ordered overlayer using FTIR. 10 If the linewidth is as
sumed to be composed of a temperature independent pop
ulation relaxation ( T 1) and temperature dependent pure 
dephasing, we calculate from their results that the polar
ization decay is largely due to population relaxation 
(T1 = 1.2 ps), where the fast relaxation rate is probably 
due to electron-hole pair coupling. Since the linewidth is 
very close to being homogeneously broadened, a photon 
echo would provide essentially the same information on 
the homogeneous dephasing rate as the free induction de
cay we have observed for this system. Sufficient inhomoge
neous broadening to delay the echo might be present at 
very low temperature if the relaxation were to lengthen 
significantly on cooling. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, we have measured the surface SFG spec
trum of CO on Cu(l 11) at 0.10 and 0.45 L. The analysis 
accounts for observed interferences that permit a determi
nation of the relative magnitude and phase of the second
order susceptibility. The bandcenter and linewidth param
eters are consistent with those found in previous RAIRS 
studies. 

We have also used transient coherent IR spectroscopy 
to obtain the FID of CO on Cu( 111) at 0.45 L. We have 
analyzed the signal in a manner than incorporates the in
fluence of the pulse envelope to obtain a value of T2 

= 2 ± 0.3 ps. This is the first coherent transient measured 
for an adsorbate on a metal surface and the fastest tran
sient IR study for a surface adsorbate reported to date. 
These are the initial results emerging from an ongoing 

study of the vibrational dynamics of adsorbates now un
derway in our laboratory. 

Although the present experiment differs from previous 
ultrafast measurements of adsorbate relaxation on met
als, 2-6 there are important similarities. In each case a very 
rapid T 1 process depopulates the v= 1 level and presum
ably heats the electrons in the metal so that the pure 
dephasing ( Ti) of the CO vibrational transition is slow 
compared with T 1 at the temperatures employed in the 
experiments. This measurement of T 1 relaxation can only 
be accomplished with pulses ( Tp) that are shorter than the 
tota/dephasingtime[T2 = 2T1TY(2T1 +rm.This means 
that the experiments must be considered in the coherent 
limit. This is different from many conventional condensed 
phase dynamics experiments that fall in the range T2 

< Tp < T 1 such that signal decays are naturally governed 
by the rate equations for the populations of the levels. The 
T 1 relaxation in the coherent limit can be measured by 
frequency selection of a spontaneous process as shown by 
Laubereau and Kaiser19 in the case of vibrations in liquids 
or by selected pulse sequences such as the stimulated 
echo. 20 The conventional pump-probe method does not 
provide a clean measurement of T 1 in the coherent limit 
since the transmitted probe pulse energy depends on both 
T 1 and T2 and the material system is expected to oscillate 
at detuning frequencies. Such effects were observed by 
Heilweil and co-workers in the transient IR studies of CO 
on Pt.5 Probing the vibrational coherence by sum fre
quency generation, as pioneered by Harris and Levinos, 3 

also does not measure T 1 exclusively. Clearly there is a 
great need for pulse sequence (echo) experiments to probe 
surface dynamics in the coherent limit. The FID measure
ments presented here are a first step in this direction. 
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